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ABSTRACT

Cardio-metabolic diseases (CMD; cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, chronic kidney disease) represent a global public health problem. Worldwide, nearly half a billion people are currently diagnosed with diabetes, and cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death. Most of these diseases can be assuaged/prevented through behavior change. However, the best way to implement preventive interventions is unclear. We aim to fill this knowledge gap by creating an evidence-based and adaptable “toolbox” for the design and implementation of selective prevention initiatives (SPI) targeting CMD. We built our toolbox based on evidence from a pan-European research project on primary-care SPIs targeting CMD. The evidence includes (1) two systematic reviews and two surveys of patient and general practitioner barriers and facilitators of engaging with SPIs, (2) a consensus meeting with leading experts to establish optimal SPI design, and (3) a feasibility study of a generic, evidence-based primary-care SPI protocol in five European countries. Our results related primarily to the five different national health-care contexts from which we derived our data. On this basis, we generated 12 general recommendations for how best to design and implement CMD-SPIs in primary care. We supplement our recommendations with practical, evidence-based suggestions for how each recommendation might best be heeded. The toolbox is generic and adaptable to various national and systemic settings by clinicians and policy makers alike. However, our product needs to be kept up-to-date to be effective and we implore future research to add relevant tools as they are developed.

Summary box

What is already known about this topic?
Ample evidence suggests that cardio-metabolic diseases (CMD) can be prevented through early detection of the high-risk population and subsequent lifestyle-change intervention. Many preventive interventions have been implemented in different countries, with varying success. Numerous barriers and facilitators of health care professional and patient receptiveness to such interventions have been identified, spanning systemic, operational, financial, and motivational issues.

What does this study add?
We synthesize the current evidence base as it relates to barriers and facilitators of patient and health professional participation in preventive CMD interventions implemented in primary care. On this basis, we then develop a generic “toolbox” for circumventing identified obstacles and harnessing facilitators in the design and implementation of such interventions. Our results are based on data from five European countries. The resulting toolbox is similarly designed for use in different communities, countries, and cultures.

Policy implications
Based on the evidence, we identify three central areas which should be considered by policy makers and clinicians alike when designing and implementing CMD preventive interventions. These relate to appropriate funding and stakeholders, identification of the high-risk population and risk assessment methodology, and facilitating intervention participation in health
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1. Introduction

Globally, there is a clear and present need for early detection and preventive intervention against cardio-metabolic disease (CMD; cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease) (Kesteloot et al., 2005; Björck et al., 2009). Worldwide, 422 million people are currently diagnosed with diabetes mellitus (World Health Organization, 2017a). Further, cardiovascular disease (CVD) is currently the most common cause of mortality, accounting for 31% of all deaths (17.9 million deaths) worldwide (Yusuf et al., 2015; World Health Organization, 2017b). These numbers are staggering – especially when considering the fact that CMDs are preventable 80% of the time (World Health Organization, 2017b). That is, while more fixed factors, such as low socio-economic status (SES) or a family history of poor health, contribute to the likelihood of CMD, other significant precursors relate to changeable health behaviors. These include most importantly smoking, alcohol consumption, poor diet, and/or leading a sedentary lifestyle. Considering how common these risk factors are, rates of CMD will in all likelihood only escalate (Rosamond et al., 2008; Wild et al., 2004; Yusuf et al., 2001). Potential solutions to this predicament are few and far in between. Systematic and periodic general health checks in general practice have shown mixed results at best. And while more sophisticated interventions using stepwise approaches to risk assessment have gained considerable attention in the past five years, the evidence base on design and implementation strategies of preventive CMD interventions is still lacking. In the present paper, we review evidence from a recent EU-funded, pan-European research project (Determinants of Successful Implementation of Selective Prevention of Cardio-metabolic Diseases Across Europe (SPIM-EU)) to create a “toolbox” for the design and implementation of preventive CMD interventions. The toolbox contains generic, empirical, and practical recommendations (“tools”) that are designed to apply across national and cultural contexts. As a core component, however, we also offer evidence-based suggestions for how to tailor our tools to fit specific, local community settings.

1.1. Selective prevention initiatives

There are a number of different avenues for preventive action against CMD. These are typically classified in terms of the target population, and generally refer to three basic approaches: Universal, indicated, or selective prevention (see Table 1).

Past research suggests that universal prevention strategies (e.g. legislation) alone are insufficient to control increasing CMD rates (Jørgensen et al., 2014). Indeed, selective prevention is often considered crucial in preventive strategies. This is because early identification of the high-risk population theoretically allows time to facilitate lifestyle changes. This argument is supported by studies from the UK, where a 54% reduction in CMD-mortality rates between 1981 and 2000 was attributed to behavioral changes and preventive medication in high-risk, pre-symptom populations (Unal et al., 2005). Thus, complementing universal preventive efforts with selective prevention initiatives (SPIs) may be an effective way to intervene against CMD.

However, implementing such programs is often complicated by various issues. These relate principally to the reliable identification of the high-risk population, health professional and patient responsiveness to the program, and the receptiveness of the systemic setting for which the SPI is designed.

A number of methods to identify the high-risk population has been trialed in a range of settings. A particularly innovative approach, designed and tested in the Netherlands, has generated interesting results. This program – the Prevention Consultation Cardio-metabolic Risk module – includes a stepwise process (Dekker et al., 2011):

1. A voluntary health-risk screening of individuals deemed to be at increased risk by virtue of their age alone (45–70-year-old).
2. A GP health check of the high-risk population identified in step A. In this step, the true high-risk population is identified.
3. Individually tailored preventive action is then taken to reduce the risk level in the identified population.

While pilot data indicates somewhat low patient responsiveness to the program, the implementation of this SPI in the primary-care sector suggests potential for effective identification and treatment of the high-risk population (Nielen et al., 2011; Van der Meer et al., 2013). While auspicious in a Dutch setting, the feasibility of this program in other countries has yet to be tested (Brotons et al., 2005; Krinigos et al., 2013). Indeed, when it comes to designing and implementing SPIs targeting CMD, there are numerous moving parts that need to be considered, including organizational implementation issues as well as GP and patient attitudes to, and uptake of a given SPI. However, these issues likely vary in significance and nature depending on cultural and systemic setting.

1.2. The SPIMEU project

The SPIMEU project focuses specifically on early detection and intervention against the development of CMD. Taking into account the considerable variation in EU countries’ health care systems (specifically in terms of quality, extensiveness, and organization), we focused on how best to mobilize and implement effective selective prevention initiatives in the EU at large. The main objectives of the SPIMEU project therefore relate to establishing the feasibility of implementing CMD-SPIs in five different national health-care systems in the EU (see Table 2). Based on our empirical results from this project as well as on the broader literature, we aim to create a “toolbox” that contains evidence-based practical recommendations and “do’s and don’ts” for future SPI design and implementation.

2. Method

The SPIMEU project investigated the potential of evidence-based SPIs in the Netherlands, Greece, the Czech Republic, Sweden, and Denmark. In order to do this, we designed five work packages (WP; see Table 3) focusing on various aspects of selective prevention in terms of intervention design and implementation. In WP A (Hollander and de Waard, In press), we examined the practical and structural organization of past and current SPIs in Europe. We then investigated the barriers and facilitators of patient (de Waard et al., 2018a) and GP (de Waard et al., 2018b; Wändell et al., 2018) attitudes to selective prevention of CMD.

Table 1 Types of preventive action targeting CMD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Prevention</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universal prevention</td>
<td>Focuses on the general population. Thus, the entire population is considered to be at risk, with no regard to individual risk factors. As such, the whole population has potential to benefit from intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicated prevention</td>
<td>Targets already-diagnosed individuals, and/or individuals who display early signs of CMD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective prevention</td>
<td>Addresses already-diagnosed individuals, and/or individuals who display early signs of CMD.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CMD (WP B & C, respectively). In WP D and E, we developed (Kral et al., In press) and feasibility tested (Lionis et al., 2018) a generic CMD-SPI in the five partner countries.

In order to design our toolbox, we reviewed all of the evidence from the SPIMEU project as well as the extant literature, carefully identifying any themes and variations in terms of SPI barriers and facilitators. On this basis, we then developed a series of recommendations designed to inform current and future CMD-SPIs. Where possible, we supplemented these recommendations with evidence-based suggestions – or tools – that may be employed to circumvent noted barriers and/or emphasize facilitators.

3. Results

3.1. Tools for the design and implementation of CMD-SPIs

All SPIMEU methodology, results, and output are freely available on the SPIMEU website (www.spimeu.org). Reviewing and synthesizing this evidence, we identified a series of themes and variations in terms of barriers and facilitators of CMD-SPIs. These related to a broad range of issues, including practical (e.g. SPI funding structure), methodological (e.g. SPI implementation method), and psychological (motivating patient/health professional participation) matters. We have arranged these issues in four central categories (see Table 4).

1. Funding and stakeholders

1.1 To the furthest extent possible, all central stakeholders (e.g. policy makers, health care professionals) should be involved in the design and implementation process of SPIs.

In our systematic review of existing CMD-SPIs in the EU, we identified a total of 19 initiatives currently implemented in 16 EU countries. While the design, target population, and implementation methods varied considerably among these initiatives, a relatively clear common denominator related to the continuous participation of policy makers and primary health-care workers. Specifically, while the design and implementation of SPIs typically represented a shared responsibility among all stakeholders, policy makers (and to some extent public-health organizations) were mostly involved in the developmental phases of the SPI, whereas health-care workers typically spearheaded the execution of the project. Our review did not include an assessment of the effectiveness of the identified SPIs. Nonetheless, the sheer prevalence of implemented interventions within the EU speaks to the fruitful nature of collaboration between central stakeholders. Organizing and encouraging such collaborations may thus be key in the advancement of CMD-SPIs. In addition, the procurement of adequate subsidies for all stages of the design and implementation process is paramount to the success of an SPI. This becomes abundantly clear when reading through this toolbox, where most – if not all – of the tools require continuous funding to realize effectively.

1.1.1 Identify and organize key stakeholders in CMD prevention

A key policy statement from the main cardiology and cardiovascular medical professional associations in the US and Europe, emphasizes stakeholder inclusiveness in CMD prevention (Arena et al., 2015). The statement identifies key organizations that could (and perhaps should) be approached when designing and implementing preventive initiatives. These include medical organizations, educational systems, health insurance companies, government, media outlets, and the food industry. Drawing on efforts such as these to facilitate productive, interdisciplinary collaborations may prove useful in the design and implementation of comprehensive CMD-SPIs.

1.2 To maximize success and effect of SPIs, funding of the initiatives should be sustainable over time

Of the 19 EU CMD-SPIs identified in our WP A review, 50% were subsidized by health care insurance, 44% by policy makers, 32% by public health organizations, and 13% by patients (Hollander and de Waard, In press). In eight countries, SPI funding sources were unclear. The capital for single-source funding of SPIs typically came from health insurance, municipal health organizations, or the government. Multi-source funded SPIs were financed by municipal authorities, government, patient organizations, and/or health-care insurance. There is currently no evidence to support either funding scheme (single- vs. multi-source) as being better than the other. However, stable funding is obviously imperative to an initiative’s success, and should to be secured in full pre-implementation. Tool #1.1.1 above may be useful to this end.

2. Risk assessment & identification of the target population

2.1 In order to facilitate accurate and efficient identification of the high-risk population, the definition of this population should be clear and concise and take into account age and pre-existing conditions.

Selective prevention is, by definition, focused on treating the high-risk segment of the general population. In order to systematically access this population, it must first be defined. Our WP D consensus meeting discussions arrived at two recommendations for the definition of the high-risk population (Kral et al., In press):

2.1.1 Age range: The target population should include (but not necessarily be limited to) people between 40 and 70 years old. Current evidence that shows that this age bracket is most likely to be at increased risk of CMDs, and also most likely to respond positively to preventive efforts.

2.1.2 Pre-existing conditions: By definition, the high-risk population for CMD-SPIs does not include people who have been diagnosed with a CMD.

2.2 For optimum accuracy and validity, locally validated risk-assessment tools will likely yield the best results in terms identifying the target population.

At our consensus meeting, there was unanimous agreement that CMD-risk assessment should be conducted by use of locally validated measures (Kral et al., In press). This recommendation was based on the presumably greater efficacy of local measures in terms of accuracy, reliability, and cultural appropriateness. Indeed, when implementing the WP E feasibility study, we used only locally validated risk-assessment instruments to identify the high-risk populations in the respective partner countries. In the event that no locally validated assessment tool is available, adapting one from a similar country may be feasible.

3. Health professionals – motivating participation and engagement

3.1 The initiative should accommodate health professionals’ existing workload and time constraints.
### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WP</th>
<th>WP Aim</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A | Identification and evaluation of SPIs implemented in the EU (Hollander and de Waard, In press). | Design: Cross-sectional online survey study. Participants: 94 European experts on CMD-SPIs. | • 27 EU CMD-SPIs identified. • SPIs were generally developed and implemented by health-care providers, public health organizations, and policy makers. • SPIs were implemented in 16 countries, most of which (88%) had a strong primary care system. • SPIs were generally developed and implemented by health-care providers, public health organizations, and policy makers. | The review determined that the principal precursors for successful implementation of CMD-SPIs are sustainable financing and involvement of policy makers and health professionals. | **WP Aim Methods Results Key findings**

**A** | **Identification and evaluation of SPIs implemented in the EU (Hollander and de Waard, In press).**

**Design:** Cross-sectional online survey study. **Participants:** 94 European experts on CMD-SPIs.  
- 27 EU CMD-SPIs identified.  
- SPIs were generally developed and implemented by health-care providers, public health organizations, and policy makers.  
- SPIs were implemented in 16 countries, most of which (88%) had a strong primary care system.  
- SPIs were generally developed and implemented by health-care providers, public health organizations, and policy makers.  

The review determined that the principal precursors for successful implementation of CMD-SPIs are sustainable financing and involvement of policy makers and health professionals. **Results:**  

**B** | **Evaluation of common barriers/facilitators of patient and GP uptake and compliance with SPIs in European primary care systems (Wändell et al., 2018).**

**Design:** A systematic review – one focusing on GPs and one on patients. **Participants:** 39 (GP review) and 28 (patient review) relevant articles.  
- Both reviews indicated barriers and facilitators for GP and patient uptake/compliance that clustered into four categories: Structural, organizational, professional, social.  
- GPs: Most common barriers were lack of time, lack of reimbursement, lack of counseling skills. Most common facilitators were positivity towards prevention.  
- Patients: Demographic and attitudinal factors predicted CMD-SPI uptake. Barriers and facilitators overlapped, but varied across countries.  

The review determined that the principal precursors for successful implementation of CMD-SPIs are sustainable financing and involvement of policy makers and health professionals. **Results:**  

**C** | **Assessment of GPs’ use of SPIs, and GP and patient attitudes towards selective prevention in the five partner countries (de Waard et al., 2018a; de Waard et al., 2018b).**

**Design:** Two cross-sectional survey studies, one on GPs and one on patients. **Participants:** 575 GPs & 1354 patients, divided evenly across five SPIMEU countries.  
- Most GPs had a positive attitude to CMD-SPI use and usefulness (84%).  
- Most invited patients for health check (71%) and did so opportunistically (53%) and/or actively (48%).  
- Most GPs had a disease management program for high-risk patients.  
- Patient invitation was the biggest obstacle for GP implementation of CMD-SPIs.  
- On average, 9% of patients were unwilling to participate in CMD-SPIs.  
- Overall, being male, a smoker, having high self-rated health, having no history of health assessments, and unwillingness to pay for health check predicted lower participation.  
- Patients preferred GP invitation and willingness to pay ranged from 49 to 81% across countries.  
- Eagerness to know one’s own risk profile was the main motivation for participation.  

The review determined that the principal precursors for successful implementation of CMD-SPIs are sustainable financing and involvement of policy makers and health professionals. **Results:**  

**D** | **Development of practical, step-wise implementation method for SPIs (Kral et al., In press).**

**Design:** RAND/UCLA appropriateness method. **Participants:** 12 CMD experts from seven EU countries.  
- Of 32 statements, 28 were rated as appropriate, and three as uncertain in the first round of rating. In the second round, consensus was achieved for 31 of the statements.  
- CMD-SPI was overall considered an effective approach to prevent CMD.  
- A pro-active approach to patient invitation was deemed more effective than case-finding.  
- A set of 31 evidence-based recommendations for the most effective and efficient CMD-SPI implementation was developed by the panel of experts.  

The review determined that the principal precursors for successful implementation of CMD-SPIs are sustainable financing and involvement of policy makers and health professionals. **Results:**  

**E** | **Development/implementation of generic patient identification and recruitment method based on SPIMEU results (Lionis et al., 2018).**

**Design:** Feasibility study. **Participants:** 22 GPs from the five SPIMEU countries.  
- In each country, GPs invited 200 patients to participate in the SPI. Ultimately, a total of 474 patients accepted. Acceptance rates ranged from 19.5% in Sweden to 100% in the Czech Republic.  
- High-risk individuals were identified in each country – 7% in Sweden, 5% in the Czech Republic, 13% in Denmark, 22% in Greece, 23% in the Netherlands (de Waard et al., 2018b).  

The review determined that the principal precursors for successful implementation of CMD-SPIs are sustainable financing and involvement of policy makers and health professionals. **Results:**

---

* A validated method to synthesize the evidence and expert opinion on a given topic.
Our systematic review (WP B) (Wändell et al., 2018) indicated that one of the most frequently reported barriers to GP participation in SPIs related to increased workload and time constraints. In other words, GPs were often overwhelmed by the added responsibilities of implementing an SPI. Our findings suggest that these barriers may be overcome by reducing responsibilities and reimbursing time and extra work load. This may be achieved in different ways depending on the local health-care setting:

3.1.1 Sharing the burden: In Denmark the primary care system includes general practice and municipal health centers. A current Danish prevention project refers patients at increased risk of CMD to either their GP or a health center depending on their level of risk (Larsen et al., in press). Specifically, high-risk patients are offered a health check at their GP, while those at medium risk (i.e., healthy people who engage in health-risk behaviors such as smoking) are referred to a health center for lifestyle intervention. The high-risk population is thus divided into categories based on need, spreading the burden across multiple treatment facilities.

3.1.2 Providing support staff: Given sufficient funding, an SPI may incorporate administrative personnel for the identification and recruitment of high-risk patients, thus minimizing the workload for health professionals. For example, in the feasibility study (WP E) (Lionis et al., 2018), the Dutch and Danish research teams were responsible for patient recruitment, risk assessment, and inviting patients to GP health checks. GPs’ responsibilities were thus limited to providing researcher access to their patient lists and performing health checks. An expanded version of this protocol could entail support staff (e.g., a physician’s assistant) conducting the entire health check.

3.1.3 Incentivizing GP participation: One of the most significant facilitators of GP SPI participation pertains to financial incentives. For instance, in the Czech Republic the government reimburses patients for the cost of GP CMD-risk assessments. This represents an important source of income for GPs. Since the inception of this initiative in 1995, Czech GPs are among the most likely in all of Europe to practice active selective prevention of CMD (WP C) (de Waard et al., 2018b; Wändell et al., 2018). Indeed, we found that 69% of Czech GPs practiced selective prevention compared to an average of 40% in the other SPIMEU countries. In other words, the evidence suggests that financial incentives may facilitate GP SPI participation in spite of existing workloads and time constraints.

3.2 A clear, evidence-based protocol for the implementation of the initiative should be made available to all participating health professionals.

For SPIs to be effective and sustained in practice over time, practitioners need access to and/or training in a clear, actionable, and tailored protocol. For example, past studies have found that lack of GPs’ awareness of existing SPI guidelines represents a central barrier (Voogdt-Pruis et al., 2011; Ferrante et al., 2013; George et al., 2013). Similarly, other research indicates that inconsistent/unclear guidelines not only confused practitioners, but ultimately discouraged them from participating wholeheartedly or at all (George et al., 2013; Diehl et al., 2015). Devising clear and feasible protocols may be achieved by referring to past and current SPIs:

3.2.1 Relevant steps in SPI protocols: In our review of CMD-SPIs within the EU, several common characteristics of implemented SPIs emerged. Notably, these included six basic steps:

1. Identification of the target population (74% of identified SPIs; see point 2 above).
2. Survey risk assessment of the target population (70%; see point 3 above).
3. Physical examination (85%).
4. Laboratory tests (81%).
5. Specific interventions for high-risk patients (74%).
6. A patient follow-up system (67%)

3.2.2 SPIMEU selective prevention feasibility protocol: As an example of a tailored protocol for an SPI, we refer to the one developed for the feasibility study (WP E) (Lionis et al., 2018). This was a two-step protocol, including a core method and a tailored method. The core method was uniform across countries and specified the target population, the target population identification method, and comparable risk-assessment methods. By contrast, the tailored method allowed each partner country to adapt the initiative to local settings. This related predominantly to the number of participating GPs and patient invitation and communication. Using this protocol, all partner countries were able to source an eligible, target population.
3.3 If needed, education in the efficacy of selective prevention and training in the specific initiative protocol should be made available to health professionals and their staff.

A significant barrier to GP uptake of SPIs relates to their lack of training in communicating risk and lifestyle information to patients (Voogdt-Pruis et al., 2011; George et al., 2013; Ampt et al., 2009; Doolan-Noble et al., 2012; Kraska et al., 2016; Critchley and Capewell, 2003). For those SPIs that include an IT component, insufficient GP training in IT functionality also represents a significant barrier. Noted facilitators of GP uptake include sufficient training in the given SPI protocol and motivational counseling more generally. Sufficient GP knowledge of the benefits of selective prevention also stands out as a key facilitator. In light of this, it would seem pertinent for any SPI to ensure that GPs have the knowledge and skill to execute the SPI protocol. This may be achieved by providing introductory training programs. In this context, it is also crucial that the protocol be absolutely clear and unambiguous with logical step-by-step instructions tailored to the given clinical setting (see Section 4.2 above).


4.1 Patient apprehensions related to potential health-check outcomes, should be anticipated and assuaged pre-implementation. The evidence indicates that while worrying about one's health may inhibit preventive action (such as getting a health check), it can also have the opposite effect and facilitate this behavior – especially if the primary motivation is to ameliorate anxiety through reasurance and/or insight into individual risk (de Waard et al., 2018a; Wändell et al., 2018). Alleviating patients' uneasiness in regards to health-check outcomes is therefore an important factor in terms of facilitating patient uptake of CMD-SPIs (Koopmans et al., 2012; Griffith et al., 2012). While research on how to mitigate health-check anxieties is scarce, past findings indicate that unequivocal information about the nature and purpose of a health check might allay patient fears (Griffith et al., 2012). Similarly, GP-patient communication about the importance of preventive health checks also appears to be a central factor in assuaging patient worries and motivating uptake (de Waard et al., 2018a).

4.1.1 Reducing patient worries about health-check outcome by providing information: Past research indicates the value of educating people about three particular aspects of health screening (Griffith et al., 2012):

i. The nature and effects of the disease in focus (what are the symptoms? What is the prognosis? What are the causes/ risk factors?)

ii. The relative risk of developing the disease (who is the high-risk population?).

iii. The benefits and procedure of a health check (how does one get a health check? What happens during/after the health check? What are the risks of not getting a health check?).

Such information may be dispensed via media campaigns and public service announcements to the general public. Studies indicate that the efficacy of media campaigns might be significantly boosted if they are tailored to subgroups of the general populations (e.g. gender, age, race, culture) and channeled through TV, newspaper advertisements, and/or pamphlets (Griffith et al., 2012; Michie et al., 2011; Bandura, 2004).

4.2 Patients' feelings of powerlessness to affect their own health should be anticipated and counteracted before and during implementation. We found that internal locus of control increased receptiveness to health checks. By contrast, perceived external locus of control had the opposite effect (Wändell et al., 2018). The extent to which patients feel able to influence their own health thus seems to underpin their openness to preventive action. Other research also indicates the importance of this factor in terms of sustained participation in behavioral medical interventions (Ghosh et al., 2014). As such, in an SPI it would likely be advantageous to empower the high-risk population by emphasizing the feasibility and potential of health-behavior change for reducing CMD risk. Below we list the central factors that should be taken into account.

4.2.1 Educating the high-risk population about the nature of CMD: In order to empower patients to manage their risk of CMD, educating them about the nature and progression of CMDs as well as behavioral risk factors, is imperative (Rabbone et al., 2005; Klabunde et al., 2005; Jetten et al., 2016; Kolor, 2005). However, GPs often lack the necessary training to educate effectively in a clinical context (Jetten et al., 2016). Thus, patient participation in CMD-SPIs may be bolstered by providing GP training in patient health education. This strategy should take into account tool 3.1 above concerning GPs' workload and scheduling issues. Providing patients at risk of CMD with additional practical CMD educational materials – such as information pamphlets, booklets, and/or media – may also help empower this population to take up CMD-SPIs.

4.2.2 Providing support, advice, and guidance for behavior change: In addition to educating the high-risk population, providing continuous practical support to patients may similarly empower them and retain their participation over time. Past research has indicated that increased patient access to their GP clinic (e.g. via email and/or an IT-support system) for advice and guidance encourages health behavior considerably (Ghosh et al., 2014).

4.2.3 Community health-behavior intervention: Another approach relates to mass-media awareness campaigns that target the high-risk population (Wakefield et al., 2010). These types of interventions are often based on actionable information dissemination and thus target individuals' self-efficacy and decision processes regarding a certain issue (e.g. health checks) (Larsen et al., In press; Bandura, 2004; Rimal, 2001; Maibach et al., 1991). Specifically, in contrast to people with high self-efficacy, those with low self-efficacy will most likely not be successful in changing their behavior in response to information about CMD alone (Michie et al., 2011; Bandura, 2004). However, if this information were accompanied by practical, stepwise instruction on how to change their behavior (i.e. instilling participants with a sense of self-efficacy), the probability of successful behavior change would likely be greater. Numerous studies support this premise (Michie et al., 2011; Ghosh et al., 2014; Rimal, 2001; Maibach et al., 1991).

Finally, social norms within one's social network are also highly influential in terms of behavior. Research has shown strong, positive associations between the extent to which the individual perceives a certain behavior as norm-based, and his or her likelihood of engaging in that behavior (e.g. (Haslam et al., 2018; Jetten et al., 2012)). From this it follows that suggesting to the individual that similar others regularly engage in a given behavior (e.g. health checks) may implore him or her to follow suit. Examples of these types of interventions are numerous and effective (Bandura, 2004; Haslam et al., 2018; Jetten et al., 2012; Okechukwu et al., 2014; Emmons et al., 2007).

4.3 Lack of patient knowledge in terms of the causes of and susceptibility to CMD, as well as its potential severity, should also be anticipated and counteracted pre-implementation.

In our WP B review (Wändell et al., 2018), feeling healthy and less vulnerable to CMD, and/or perceiving CMDs as less-
debilitating conditions was associated with lower SPI-participation rates. While the former attitude may be well-founded (e.g. someone with a healthy lifestyle may in fact be less susceptible to CMD), the latter is surely based in misconception (OECD, 2017). Further, given the potential subtlety of CMD manifestation early in its development, it is not uncommon for people at elevated risk to feel healthy. People's misapprehensions about CMD may thus give rise to a false sense of health, and impact negatively on their motivation to take preventive action. In light of this, creating awareness around the risk and subtlety of CMD symptoms may boost participation rates in CMD-SPIs by motivating people who otherwise would have considered participation unnecessary. Priming the high-risk population by disseminating information about the causes and nature of CMDs may thus encourage preventive action. This may be accomplished by employing health promotion strategies akin to those outlined in Recommendation 4.2 above.

4.4 Patients’ potential time constraints (work/family, etc.) and/or other practical obstacles (geography, financial, etc.) may impact on their likelihood of showing up for a health check and should be accommodated to the furthest extent possible throughout implementation.

Our WP B review indicated that lack of time (due to family and/or work) was a significant barrier, whereas working flexible hours or being retired (and thus having more free time) facilitated health checks (Wändell et al., 2018). These findings dovetailed nicely with our other results that indicated that walk-in health checks and easy geographical access to a GP facilitated participation in health checks. Further, we also found that low SES might facilitate health check attendance in one setting, but inhibit it in another (high SES was consistently a facilitator). Overall, our findings highlight the fact that time and access issues, as well as SES, can impact significantly on the likelihood of patients attending health checks. While past research indicates difficulty in circumventing these issues, there are some options that may be advantageous to incorporate in an SPI.

4.4.1 Support staff: The amount of time and resources that GPs have at their disposal is directly related to their availability for appointments. This may account for some of the difficulty in booking appointments reported by patients constrained by time issues. Similar to tool #3.1 above, this might be dealt with by employing support staff. Past research has suggested different types of assistance for this purpose, typically including patient navigators, physician assistants, or nurse-led initiatives (Griffith et al., 2012). Here, non-GP staff take on various duties (including basic health checks) to off-load the GP and create greater access for patients (Peart et al., 2018). These initiatives necessarily rely on relatively extensive training and detailed protocols so that the given support staff may tackle whatever responsibilities they are tasked with effectively (e.g. a health check).

4.4.2 After-hours access: Currently there are various after-hours primary-care models implemented in Europe. Many of these involve after-hours primary-care centers or primary-care cooperatives. The former model involves primary-care centers where patients can present with or without an appointment. In the latter model, GPs within a region or municipality form multiple, rotating groups which, with the support of auxiliary staff, provide primary care in large, non-profit organizations (Grol et al., 2006). The latter model is currently implemented in Denmark and the Netherlands (Grol et al., 2006; Giesen et al., 2011) and has been somewhat instrumental in off-loading GPs’ workloads and alleviating busy emergency departments (O’Malley, 2012). However, systems like these may serve a third purpose by allowing patients, who cannot schedule preventive health checks during normal working hours, to make appointments at an after-hours clinic or cooperative. Dependent on local resources, however, SPIs may need to employ extra staff for this specific purpose (particularly for walk-in centers where appointments are not possible).

4.4.3 Mobile health service/reimbursement of transportation costs: Our findings suggested that lack of geographical access to a GP and/or health center significantly impedes patients who might otherwise be motivated and willing to get a health check (Wändell et al., 2018). Similar discoveries have also been made in past research (Hibbard et al., 2013; Fortney et al., 1995). This issue may be of particular relevance in rural or suburban settings, or in cities with poor public-transport systems. Potential solutions to this barrier may be for GPs to offer home visits and/or organize regular (e.g. annual) mobile-health clinics that cater to health-check demands. These approaches have shown some success in past research focusing on hard-to-reach populations (Liang et al., 2005; Leese et al., 2008).

4.5 Method of invitation to participate in the SPI should be evidence-based and optimally consist of an invitation from the patient’s GP, supplemented with information on the purpose and nature of a health check.

Our findings suggest that the method and content of the invitation to the initiative is a central factor in patients’ choice to participate or not (Wändell et al., 2018). Effective invitation methods generally included receiving a personal invite from the GP or health center which, if not responded to, was followed up with a reminder or second invitation. The use of outreach workers in the invitation process was also identified as a facilitator. Indeed, in our feasibility study (WP E) (Lionis et al., 2018) four countries sent out paper invitations, addressed to the patient from the research team (i.e. an unknown entity to the patient). This resulted in a relatively low response rate, ranging from 30% to 50%. The Czech team, however, instructed GPs to invite their patients personally by letter or during consultation. This resulted in a 100% response rate. On this basis, it seems the invitation method of a given SPI is key to patient recruitment.

4.5.1 Three-step invitation process

Our review indicates that a basic three-step invitation process may maximize response and uptake rate:

1. Patients should be invited by their GP.
2. Non-responders should be followed up with a second invitation or reminder to respond.
3. The invitation should be supplemented with clear and specific information about the purpose, benefits, and specific content of a health check.

4. Discussion

We set out to create a generic, yet tailorable toolbox for the design and implementation of CMD-SPIs. To this end, we reviewed past and present SPIs, examined facilitators and barriers to SPI uptake among both health professionals and patients, and tested the feasibility of a generic SPI model in five different countries. Based on our findings as well as the extant literature, we generated a set of generic recommendations and tools – listed above – which we hope will help develop and focus current and future SPIs. We found definite commonalities in terms of the obstacles and facilitators of CMD-SPIs across national contexts. However, given the systemic, attitudinal, and cultural differences between countries, the proposed toolbox may not always apply equally across the board. For example, tool #3.1.3 (incentivizing GP participation) may not be particularly useful in a country such as Denmark where there currently is a relatively large patient-to-GP ratio. That is, many Danish GPs are encumbered by heavy workloads and tight schedules, and may thus be reluctant to take on more work regardless of monetary incentives. Indeed, in this scenario,
introducing support staff (tool #3.1.2) or sharing the extra workload with other primary-care agents (tool #3.1.1) may be more appropriate and effective. By contrast, other tools have broader relevance and value regardless of systemic or national context. For instance, tool #4.2.3 (community health-behavior intervention) targets rather fundamental human psychological dynamics (i.e. self-efficacy, motivation, social norms) that are pertinent to behavior change in a broad range of cultural and national settings (Wakefield et al., 2016; Haslam et al., 2018; Jetten et al., 2012; Montano and Kasprzyk, 2015). In this way, the presented recommendations may highlight more or less omnipresent issues, but the extent to which these can be dealt with using the suggested tools (or at all) may differ depending on local settings. In other words, an entirely generic, one-size-fits-all solution to the design and implementation of CMD-SPIs, may be impractical if not impossible in a European context. In all likelihood, certain components of a given SPI will nearly always need to be tailored to the specific national context and system in which they will be implemented. As such, while we have presented a set of general recommendations and tools, the onus is ultimately on the stakeholders of a given SPI to decide which tools are relevant to their particular program, and how these tools are best tweaked and implemented in the relevant setting. In Fig. 1 below, we have provided an overview process flowchart of how the toolbox might be implemented.

4.1. Strengths and limitations

One of the main strengths of this toolbox is the comprehensiveness of the WPs that inform each of the recommendations and tools outlined above. The vast majority of our evidence was collected in the five SPIM-EU countries (the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Greece, Sweden, and Denmark), which collectively are good representations of the different types of health care systems that currently exist in Europe (see Table 1). As such, the recommendations and tools that we have developed based on SPIMEU data, presumably apply or can be adapted to many different settings within the EU.

Another strength relates to the methodological rigor of each of the empirical studies that underpin the toolbox. In particular, we conducted three reviews (one based on key informants and experts) (Hollander and de Waard, In press), as well as two systematic literature reviews (de Waard et al., 2018a; Wändell et al., 2018), two multi-national survey studies (de Waard et al., 2018b), an international expert consensus meeting (Kral et al., In press), and a multi-national feasibility study (Lionis et al., 2018) (see Table 2). The systematic reviews were executed according to validated review guidelines. Similarly, the consensus meeting was conducted using the validated Rand/UCLA appropriateness method (the RAM) (Fitch et al., 2001) and included 14 internationally renowned experts in cardiology, epidemiology, and/or general practice. Finally, the feasibility study directly tested the practicality of implementing a generic SPI in each SPIM-EU country. The collection of high-quality evidence generated in each of these WPs, places us in a unique position to create an evidence-based, state-of-the-art SPI toolbox.

In terms of limitations, we have not yet conducted any follow-up studies. This has left a few questions that emerged from our initial findings unanswered. For example, the association between SES and the likelihood of engaging in preventive health behavior was quite ambiguous, with some studies indicating a positive relationship and others a negative one. Given the social inequality in lifestyle-related disease that currently exists in most of the world, not least in the EU (Mackenbach et al., 2008; Di Cesare et al., 2013; Dalstra et al., 2005; Galobardes et al., 2003; Cooper, 2001), it would certainly seem germane to examine this relationship further to clarify exactly how these...
two variables relate.

Another limitation relates to the validation of the toolbox. That is, while the recommendations and tools listed above have been derived from the evidence, some have as yet not been tested. For example, while past research may suggest that mobile health-check services (tool #4.4.3) might get at hard-to-reach populations, this has – to our knowledge – not been attempted in the context of SPI implementation. We therefore strongly encourage potential users of this toolbox to record their implementation methods and results for evaluation and amendment purposes. A concerted and sustained effort to revise and update this toolbox will secure its relevance and applicability over time.

4.2. Future directions

While this toolbox is comprehensive in scope, there are nonetheless certain matters that we have been unable to draw firm conclusions about. One issue that is particularly worth noting relates to GP (de) motivation to participate in SPIs. In the above sections we have identified various barriers, including insufficient funding, increased workload, lack of knowledge of available protocols, etc. However, another factor that may dissuade GPs from engaging with SPIs might relate to more fundamental matters. Particularly, we believe that the somewhat ambiguous nature of the evidence for the effectiveness of such programs (e.g. in terms of cost-effectiveness, feasibility, high-risk population identification, health check invitation and attendance) likely plays a significant role in the extent to which GPs choose to participate or not. For instance, the cost-effectiveness of SPIs has yet to be conclusively demonstrated, and while some studies indicate a positive impact of SPIs on health and health behavior, others report small, mixed, or no effects (Van der Meer et al., 2013; Li et al., 2008). Thus, we argue that this opacity in the evidence base may contribute to GPs’ reluctance to participate in SPIs. To remedy this situation more research is needed to clearly identify the value and feasibility of SPIs in combating CMD. To this end, we propose three main avenues for future research: 1) High-quality studies (e.g. stepped-wedge trials) that account for the various limitations of past research. 2) Assessing the effectiveness of current and past SPI programs (e.g. a metaanalysis of those programs identified in Hollander & de Waard (Hollander, In press (Kral et al., In press))) that also report effect sizes) in terms of feasibility, cost-effectiveness, effectiveness of patient invitations, health-check attendance, and overall health outcomes over time. 3) Encouraging current and future SPIs to incorporate comprehensive and rigorous impact evaluation components as core features in their programs.
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